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Abstract 
Research suggests organizations across all sectors waste a significant amount of time looking for 

information and often fail to leverage the information they have. In response, many organizations have 

deployed some form of enterprise search to improve the ‘findability’ of information. Debates persist as 

to whether thesauri and manual indexing or automated machine learning techniques should be used to 

enhance discovery of information. In addition, the extent to which a Knowledge Organization System 

(KOS) enhances discoveries or indeed blinds us to new ones remains a moot point. The oil and gas industry 

is used as a case study using a representative organization. Drawing on prior research, a theoretical model 

is presented which aims to overcome the shortcomings of each approach. This synergistic model could 

help re-conceptualize the ‘manual’ versus ‘automatic’ debate in many enterprises, accommodating a 

broader range of information needs. This may enable enterprises to develop more effective information 

and knowledge management strategies and ease the tension between what is often perceived as mutually 

exclusive competing approaches. Certain aspects of the theoretical model may be transferable to other 

industries which is an area for further research. 

Introduction  
Business justification 

Oil and gas exploration seeks to identify and model hydrocarbon resources through geoscientific methods. 

Exploration wells can cost over $100Million in deep water (Blackman 2012) and typically have a 30% 

chance of success (Oil and Gas UK 2011). It is therefore critical that all relevant information is included. 

A review of surveys across all business sectors indicates 24% of a business professional’s time is spent 

looking for information (Chui et al. 2012, Doane 2010, Outsell 2005, Feldman et al. 2005, Lowe et al. 2004, 

Adkins 2003, Delphi 2002, Feldman and Sherman 2001). Much lower figures (9-14%) have been reported 

from observational studies in organizations (Robinson 2010, Majid et al. 2000) and much higher figures 

(40%) reported in the oil and gas industry (Hills 2014, Chum et al. 2011). A review of surveys indicates that 

48% of organizations felt search was unsatisfactory (Norling & Boye 2013, Mindmeter 2011, Doane 2010, 

Microsoft & Accenture 2010, Feldman 2009, AIIM 2008, Feldman et al. 2005, Tonstad & Bjorge 2003).  
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Executives indicate missed opportunities caused by failing to leverage information effectively in the oil 

and gas enterprise could represent as much as 22% of annual revenue (Oracle 2012). Acknowledging this 

significant opportunity cost, Rasmus (2013) proposes the Serendipity Economy, where discovery of 

information can produce major leaps in value that cannot be predicted. Exploiting and using information 

to make better decisions and improve performance are the goals for Knowledge Management (KM).  

Causal factors for enterprise search performance are numerous, including information silos, search 

expertise, governance and technology issues (White 2012, DeLone and McLean 2002). Data from search 

logs (Dale 2013, Romero 2013) and from practitioners (Andersen 2012, White 2012), indicate issues exist 

with enterprise search. One issue is the vocabulary problem where two people will not choose the same 

name for the same concept 80% of the time (Furnas et al. 1987), causing a mismatch between the search 

terms used and the information sought. This leads to challenges for enterprise search in finding precise 

information and recalling all relevant information. Another issue is the minimal use of faceted search and 

categories which rarely stimulate serendipitous encounters (Cleverley and Burnett 2015a). Despite major 

investments, dissatisfaction with enterprise search is widespread (White 2014, Norling and Boye 2013). 

The role and concomitant benefits of thesauri and manual indexing as well as automated machine learning 

techniques in information discovery is a source of ongoing debate. While this topic is well developed 

within the literature, it is far from being addressed conclusively. Collins and Porras (1997, pg. 10) describe 

the decision making process of visionary companies in terms of “the tyranny of the OR, the genius of the 

AND” when coping with contradictory forces. Is this a philosophy to apply to enterprise information 

(knowledge organization) with respect to manual and automated methods? 

Furthermore, Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS) themselves may act to reveal, or conversely obscure 

information discoveries. Given these issues, there is a need to assess how manual and automated 

Knowledge Organization (KO) techniques might support information search and discovery. This research 

therefore reconsiders these issues within the context of the oil and gas industry, with the explicit intention 

of developing a synergistic model which encompasses the main benefits of each approach into a ‘best of 

both worlds’ scenario. The following research questions were identified to fulfill the aim of the research, 

the rationale for their inclusion is presented in the literature review: 

Q1. To what extent can a thesaurus be enhanced through automated techniques? 

Q2. What is the value of auto-categorizing content that is already manually classified? 

Q3. To what extent can manual and automated KOS techniques be combined in a search user 

interface to stimulate serendipity? 

The next section reviews the literature with a focus on oil and gas, followed by the methodology. The 

results are presented with discussion to help the reader better understand the findings and limitations. 

The paper concludes with the presentation of a theoretical model, areas for further research and 

implications for theory and practice.   

 



Literature Review 
This section presents a critical review of the academic and practitioners literatures relevant to the 

research, guided by a conceptual model (Figure 1). It provides a background to the areas under research 

from both academic and practitioner standpoints, identifies how the literature has informed the research 

questions, presents gaps in the existing literature and emphasizes how this research addresses those gaps, 

and highlights areas of input into the theoretical model. 

 

Figure 1 – Conceptual model to guide the reader through the literature review. 

Knowledge Organization (KO) 
Knowledge Organization (KO) expresses and imposes a particular structure of knowledge (a ‘view of 

reality’) behind collections of information (Ohly 2012). This reality is socially constructed: what is reality 

for one group may not be for another (Berger and Luckman 1966). Hjorland (2008, pg. 86) offers a holistic 

definition of KO, encompassing the broader social division of mental labour, to the narrower intellectual 

activities, “..such as document description, indexing and classification performed in libraries, databases, 

archives etc. These activities are done by librarians, archivists, subject specialists as well as by computer 

algorithms”. Hjorland continues, “Library and Information Science (LIS) is the central discipline of KO in 

this narrow sense (although seriously challenged by, among other fields, computer science)”. This alludes 

to the tension that exists between Library and Computer Science.  

Recent evidence from organizations (Quaadgras and Beath 2011) contradicts the definition made by 

Hjorland that KO is the preserve of information specialists. Corporate library or information center 

functions have traditionally focused on the centralized manual indexing of information using KOS, with 

indexes under their stewardship (Heye 2003). The growth in digital information creation has led to the 

breakup of these gatekeeping services and the centralized manual indexing model to a more federated 

model of KO by the masses. Zeeman et al. (2011) found government libraries plan to deploy, “high-end 

thesaurus and ontology tools.. to work with structured and unstructured data for decision-making 

research”. This provides evidence of how some corporate librarian skills and services are changing. 



Classification and categorization can be achieved manually (by creator or mediator) or automatically 

through supervised/semi-supervised machine learning. The use of the terms classification and 

categorization have been (and continue to be) used interchangeably by practitioners and can cause 

conceptual misunderstandings. Simplifying, classification organizes information to mutually exclusive non 

overlapping classes, whilst categorization is more flexible, recognizing similarities across entities enabling 

information to be organized into one or more categories (Jacob 2004). Applying this to a ‘typical’ oil and 

gas document, classification may involve assigning an item to a single Document Type it is a ‘Well 

Proposal’. Whilst categorization may include assigning the document to be about oil and gas well ‘33/4b-

5’ and ‘light tight oil’. Classification and categorization typically need an existing set of classes/categories 

like a taxonomy or authority list, whilst ‘tagging’ is also used to refer to the process of adding terms which 

may include those from outside controlled vocabularies to emphasize prominence (Hedden 2013).  

Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS) 
Hodge (2000, pg.1) defines Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS) as including, “classification and 

categorization schemes that organize materials at a general level, subject headings… and authority files 

that control variant versions of key information such as geographic names and personal names. 

Knowledge organization systems also include highly structured vocabularies, such as thesauri, and less 

traditional schemes, such as semantic networks and ontologies.” This definition is adopted for the 

research study, including automatically generated associative thesauri that involve no manual input. 

Zeng (2008) arranges KOS types in order of increasing sophistication, by both structure and use cases 

(eliminating ambiguity, controlling synonyms, establishing relationships and presenting properties). A 

corporate taxonomy language that fits the oil and gas organization is seen as critical to ensuring content 

governance, navigation and retrieval. This is evidenced by multinationals such as RepsolYPF (Salmador-

Sanchez and Angeles-Palacios 2008) and Statoil (Munkvold et al. 2006), small independents such as 

Southwestern Energy (Caballero and Nuernberg 2014) and Apache Energy (Rose 2010), National Oil 

Companies such as Petronas (Noor and Yassin 2006), service companies such as Baker Hughes (Hubert 

2012) and Governments such as the Ministry of Oil and Gas in Oman (Alyahyaee 2012). 

From an information search engine perspective, KOS can mitigate the vocabulary problem when 

converted into machine readable forms through Knowledge Engineering (KE) techniques (Preece et al. 

2001). In contrast, oil companies such as RepsolYPF found commercial thesauri needed constant 

maintenance and had poor coverage, they used Computer Aided Knowledge Engineering (CAKE) 

methodologies to generate a thesaurus (Salmador-Sanchez and Angeles-Palacios 2008) but no 

methodological detail was provided. Concept hierarchies can be created automatically through text 

clustering (Palmer et al. 2001). Automated thesaurus creation and enrichment techniques from text 

corpora are well documented (Grefenstette 1994), although Velardi et al. (2012) stated it is virtually 

impossible to recreate complex domain specific taxonomies automatically from document content alone. 

This raises the question to what extent can oil and gas thesauri be enhanced using automated techniques? 

As stated previously, there is a debate whether to use manual or automated methods to classify 

information. In a provocative debate held in 2015 by the UK chapter of the International Society for 

Knowledge Organization (ISKO) the following question was posed “This house believes that the traditional 



thesaurus has no place in modern information retrieval”. It was argued that thesauri are no longer of value 

as searchers just want to type search terms in a search box. The media concluded, “The pro search, anti-

thesaurus motion was defeated resoundingly” (McNaughton 2015, pg.3). Two separate questions may be 

conflated in the debate. Firstly, the extent to which people need to browse or navigate to information, 

compared to typing terms in a search box and secondly the extent to which thesauri are advantageous to 

help classify, categorize, find or discover information (through manual or automated methods).  

There is also a debate on the extent to which manually created KOS provide benefits. According to 
Greenberg (2011 pg. 12), “when knowledge structures are absent, the information system is generally 
considered sub-standard. KOS are a necessity: they inform and promote discovery, use and re-use of 
information”. Greenberg contrasts this with, “Benefits aside, we must also acknowledge that schemes may 
reinforce erroneous views, false perceptions and limit new discoveries.” 
 
A thesaurus provides a controlled vocabulary of terms that contain hierarchical and associative (Related 

Term (RT)) relationships. The hierarchical relationships, ‘is a’ Taxonomy or ‘part of’ Meronymy (Salthe 

2012), are the backbone of a thesaurus. It is relatively straightforward to use these parts of the thesaurus 

for machine readable classification or categorization, although confusion has existed on the difference 

between ‘concepts’ (associative and hierarchical relationships are between concepts) and ‘terms’ 

(equivalence relationships are between terms) (Dextre Clarke and Zeng 2012). The automated use of RT 

associations is more problematic due to the inconsistent application and ambiguous nature of the 

relationships in many thesauri (Spiteri 2004, Tudhope et al. 2001). As emphasized by Stock (2010, 

pg.1951), “Unspecific associative relations are of little help to our focused applications and should be 

replaced by generalized and domain-specific relations”. Shiri et al. (2002) found evidence of thesauri being 

marginal and a substantial source of terms to take advantage of when searching. 

Information Retrieval (IR) 
Manning et al. (2009, pg.1) describes Information Retrieval (IR) as, “..finding material (usually documents) 

of an unstructured nature (usually text) that satisfies an information need from within large collections 

(usually stored on computers).” Marchionini (2006) differentiated between two different goals of 

searching which need to be addressed by IR. Firstly ‘lookup (known item)’ search, where there typically is 

a right answer or search result. Secondly, ‘exploratory’ search to learn/investigate, where the outcome is 

uncertain, multi-faceted and delivers many results. 

The discipline of Text Analytics (TA) uses Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to enhance IR 

(Grimes 2014). These NLP techniques attempt to understand text in the same way as humans do, catering 

for the creativity (and ambiguities) in grammar (Manning and Schutze 1999). In combination they are 

often referred to in an IT context as ‘search and discovery’. 

A number of IR approaches to contextual search are put forward by Bhogal et al. (2007), including 

personalization, language models, ubiquitous computing, user background and task based context. 

Language models include the area of Automated Query Expansion (AQE) which expands the original users 

query with more words that may better represent the original intent and can be divided into corpus 

dependent and corpus independent techniques. This can be achieved linguistically or statistically through 

creation of an ‘associative thesauri’ (Carpineto and Romano 2012, Luke et al. 2012). Lykke and Eslau (2010) 



reported recall improvements of over 100% in a pharmaceutical enterprise through thesaurus enhanced 

natural language (full text) search compared to keyword based natural language (full text) search. Other 

corpus independent techniques include the statistical analysis of Wikipedia (Peng et al. 2009) to linguistic 

based KOS such as Wordnet (Miller et al. 1990) to understand synonymous meanings of common English 

words. One drawback of Wordnet is its lack of technical domain specific terminology (Navigli and Velardi 

2002). Examples of corpus dependent techniques include the use of term co-occurrences for weighted 

query expansion and techniques such as latent semantic analysis (Mikolov et al. 2013, Landauer and 

Dumais 1997). These types of search are often termed semantic search.  

In a comparison of empirical results, Carpineto and Romano (2012, pg. 36), state, “linguistic techniques 

are considered less effective than those based on statistical analysis..., but statistical analysis may not 

always be applied (e.g., when good expansion terms do not frequently co-occur with the query terms). Of 

the statistical techniques, local analysis seems to perform better than corpus analysis because the 

extracted features are query specific”. Carpineto and Romano (2012, pg. 41) conclude, “Hybrid [linguistic 

and statistical] methods achieved the best results on the experimental benchmarks and seem, in principle, 

more robust with respect to variation of queries, document collections and users”. Combining manually 

generated KOS with statistical techniques could mitigate the shortcomings of both individual methods. 

Thesauri (Shiri et al. 2002) and ontologies (Prince and Roche 2009) have been used extensively for AQE. 

In this context, Ontology is a conceptualization which aims to represent typically a single view of reality. 

Solskinnsbakk and Gulla (2008) found issues relating to the names used for concepts in oil industry 

ontologies (ISO 15926) compared to the ‘everyday parlance’ language used in documents, making it 

problematical to use ontologies directly for AQE. To overcome these issues, they merged an oil and gas 

glossary (Schlumberger 2008) with the ontology to improve search recall through statistical AQE. Search 

recall was improved but at the cost of precision, although only 7 queries and 130 Internet documents 

were used in the study.  Conversely, Cleverley (2012) applied a large oil and gas taxonomy to auto-

categorize a corporate library containing 170,000 records that had already been manually classified to the 

‘whole’. The study used 50 subject based search queries and concluded that search recall could be 

improved by 43% (addressing the vocabulary problem) without a major loss in average precision. The 

study was limited in that it did not include statistical techniques.  

Enterprise Search 
Information searching behaviour is a subset of information seeking behaviour (Wilson 2000). A container 

of information includes any physical artefact, book, box, CD, record (data or document form) or person. 

Classification and/or categorization of this information can produce metadata which can be searched and 

used to boost search ranking, in addition to the textual content held within the containers (if electronic).  

Enterprise information can be of Temporary Value (IoTV) or long term value (Record). The KO techniques 

used to organize these two contexts may be very different, based on the accuracy required and audience 

(IoTV tends to be known to its current audience (Khoo et al. 2007)). The future audience for a record is 

not always known, hence the need for more context (metadata) to aid future discovery and provenance. 

For these reasons, shared folder taxonomies/folksonomies are often used as the basis to organize IOTV, 

whereas additional metadata is often required for records. 



Enterprise search typically refers to IR technology which automatically indexes enterprise content 

(including web pages, documents and people expertise profiles) providing a single place for staff to search 

without necessarily knowing where content is located (White 2012). Some oil and gas search deployments 

index both structured and unstructured information integrating through meta-models and vocabularies 

and also enable spatial (map based) search (Demartini 2009, Behounek and Casey 2007, Palkowsky 2005). 

In enterprise search most queries are single word (lookup) and often portrayed as not working well 

compared to Internet search engines (Andersen 2012). The crowd using search in enterprises is very small 

compared to the Internet, hampering the effectiveness of using statistical crowdsourced usage data for 

all but the most common of search queries. Many users want enterprise search engines to work like 

Internet search engines, but may also be oblivious to the relevant content that can be missed during 

exploratory search tasks even using Internet search engines (Skoglund and Runeson 2009). 

Lookup (known item) search (Marchionini 2006) is likely to account for between 80-90% by volume of all 

enterprise search tasks (Stenmark 2006) including accurately locating definitive documents (e.g. End of 

Well Report for oil well 110/4b-5). Exploratory search is open ended, (e.g. what information do we have 

on this Bolivia license? What do we know about vuggy porosity in Dolomites?). Different KO and KOS 

methods may be required to meet the browsing and searching needs for these two types of search goals, 

yet the KOS literature rarely differentiates between these two search goals. Connecting the work of 

Marchionini to the KO literature in a theoretical model may further understanding. 

Geoscientists or engineers may not add many tags to their documents, evidenced by ExxonMobil “Any 

capture of metadata that took more than ten seconds to saving a file was considered problematic” 

(Garbarini et al. 2008, pg. 4). Difficulties may also arise discovering certain information, if browsing folder 

names is the only option available, evidenced by Shell (Lennon et al. 2012). This raises the question, what 

is the perceived value of auto-categorizing content that has already been manually classified in some way? 

Serendipity 

Innovation or creativity sparked by an unexpected seemingly random event is often called serendipity. 

Within organizations, the discovery of innovations and business opportunities is often serendipitous 

(Ghiselin 2010, Friedman 2010). Within the context of this research, serendipity is defined as the 

phenomenon of fortuitous unexpected information discovery and may be the consequence of immersion 

in information rich environments (McCay-Peet & Toms 2011) making unforeseen connections. Browsing 

can support creativity, whether the intent is purposive or exploratory in nature (Bawden 1986). A 

prerequisite to serendipity is a prepared mind (Foster & Ford 2003). Serendipity as a phenomenon is 

unlikely to be controllable; however, developing a capability that may lead to more opportunities for 

serendipitous encounters during information search is considered plausible. 

Faceted Search and Information Extraction (IE) 
Some search user interfaces incorporate faceted search to aid the browsing process (Hearst and Stoica 

2009) improving the chances for ‘serendipitous’ discovery. Faceted search is an Interactive Information 

Retrieval (IIR) technique, displaying an overview of search results, inviting further interaction to filter 



information and can improve task performance (Fagan 2010). Low usage of faceted search (5-12%) has 

also been reported (Ballard and Blaine 2011, Niu and Hemminger 2010).  

The deficiencies of current search User Interfaces (UI) to facilitate exploratory search, “Current search 

engines do not sufficiently support exploration and discovery, as they do not provide an overview of a topic 

or assist the user by finding related information”, (Krestel et al. 2011, pg.393) and stimulate learning, 

“[need for]  higher levels of learning through the provision of more sophisticated, integrative and diverse 

search environments that support greater information immersion and more nuanced types of learning”, 

(Allan et al. 2012, pg.8) provide opportunities for KOS enhanced search UI research.  

People can be attracted by visually salient colouring in user interfaces to highlight patterns which may 

otherwise remain obscured (O’Donnell 2011). Categories have been grouped by colour in faceted search 

(Hearst and Stoica 2009) and infographics (McCandless 2012). Where deployed, facet values are typically 

ordered by the most statistically frequent or most popular (Kaizer and Hodge 2005). Categories or tags 

displayed in faceted search that are representative of an information item (container) as whole, rarely 

contain intriguing or non-obvious associations (Cleverley and Burnett 2015b).  

Information Extraction (IE) using search term word co-occurrence is one technique to introduce local 

context into search refiners ‘what resources are nearby’ (Goker and Davies 2009, pg. 132). This technique 

uses IE to deconstruct sentences containing terms co-occurring around search terms in document text 

into their ‘atomic concepts’ (Smiraglia and van den Heuvel 2011) for use as search refiners. Crucially, this 

allows the same information container to be represented by different filter terms, depending on the 

search term used. Word co-occurrence filters may (Gwizdka 2009, Olsen 2007) or may not (Low 2011) aid 

discovery. Research studies indicate when browsing, the most intriguing or interesting concept or term 

associations may be the contextually unusual (Chuang et al. 2012) not the most statistically frequent. This 

raises the question, to what extent can manual and automated KOS techniques be combined in a search 

UI to stimulate serendipity? 

Manual information classification 
Digital information growth and stricter regulatory requirements has led to more federation of document 

publishing using Electronic Document Management Systems (EDMS) as part of Information Management 

(IM) strategies in the oil and gas industry (Gimmal 2013) evidenced by Marathon Oil (Smith 2012) and 

Chevron (Quaadgras and Beath 2011).  

Manual based organizational IM can have several challenges. Firstly, it is unrealistic for all digital content 

to be manually assessed all of the time; fully optimized manual efforts are likely to be too expensive. 

Secondly, when end users are asked to classify and tag records, they may simply not do it, especially if it 

takes time (Garbarini et al. 2008). Finally, it is prone to the vocabulary problem, people will not always 

classify or categorize consistently, averages range from 91% (Faith 2011) to 46% (Magnuson 2014).  

In the oil and gas industry, stage-gate processes typically help govern opportunities, prospects and 

projects as they pass through repeated execution, assurance and decision gates. It is crucial to be able to 

quickly locate the final version of a key document type (known item) that was created by (or used for) a 

particular stage gate process (Walkup and Ligon 2006). This stage gate structure lends itself to simple pre-



attributed (pre-populated) process steps (folders), of deliverables required, underpinned by corporate 

taxonomies and authority lists. Documents added to these areas inherit this metadata enabling any 

document publisher (regardless of expertise or location) to ‘drag and drop’ documents to appropriate 

steps ensuring consistent application of metadata evidenced by Shell (Abel and Cleverley 2007). This may 

mitigate aspects of the vocabulary problem. This metadata can be used to both improve search result 

ranking and for graphical colour coded matrix dashboards supporting Business Process Management 

(BPM) for tracking and identification of missing deliverables for proactive information asset management. 

Pre-attributed metadata inheritance methods have limitations. They use a small amount of controlled 

metadata to classify the ‘whole’ information item so predominantly support known item (lookup) search. 

Automatic classification/categorization 
Classification and categorization can be achieved through machine learning using linguistic rules, labeled 

training sets or a combination (Villena-Roman et al. 2011). In a study of legal document categorization, 

Roitblat et al. (2009, pg. 70) found machine categorization no less accurate than a team of reviewers, 

leading to the conclusion that “machine categorization can be a reasonable substitute for human review”. 

Unsupervised machine learning organizes unlabeled information by latent structure and includes Topic 

Modeling (Yu et al. 2014, Meza 2014). Sidahmed et al. (2015, pg. 10) applied Topic Modeling on 

unstructured text in daily oil and gas drilling reports at BP to identify trending issues before they became 

serious, that were not apparent to engineers. Accuracy was raised as an issue, “Lack of a drilling discipline 

concept dictionary..domain knowledge carries more weight during this part of the process”. 

Some studies place auto-classification accuracy at the 90% range (Sasaki 2008, Jacobs and Rau 1990) with 

practitioner heuristics indicating 70% accuracy (Faith 2011). Sasaki’s study on Reuter’s newswires used 

9,603 training documents and only 11 target categories. Jurka et al. (2013) found accuracy rates of 65% 

using 4,000 training documents from the US Library of Congress. Accuracy rates of 60-90% were reported 

by the US Army, using 11,915 emails as a training set to auto-classify email to 54 records categories 

(Magnuson 2014). Depending on the content, category sophistication, subject matter expertise for rule 

creation and/or training data available (including its cleanness), it may be concluded that accuracy for 

machine learning auto-categorization typically varies between 60-90% (Miller 2014) and has 100% 

consistency. Practitioner based heuristics indicate 50-100 labelled training documents are typically 

required to give good results per category (Hedden 2013, Faith 2011). 

Document type classes that require ‘hard classification’ (binary classification to a single class) are probably 

the most challenging of machine learning tasks, accuracy percentages can be as low as 31% (Painter et al. 

2014). It can be difficult for automated approaches to work effectively without the necessary textual clues.  

ConocoPhillips auto-categorized discussions and best practices which had already been manually 

organized by subject headings, allowing a depth of categorization/tagging that was unlikely to be 

achievable through manual methods. This was achieved through a manually created linguistic KOS aided 

by CAKE methods (Wessely 2011). Topic modeling has also been applied to enterprise lessons learnt 

systems to reveal hidden connections (Meza 2014). This contrasts with a lessons learned system deployed 

by ENI which focused on a single (manual) categorization approach (Piantanida et al. 2015). 



In summary, for classification and categorization of large volumes of diverse information (e.g. discussions, 

news, emails) automatic methods are probably well suited. Where high levels of accuracy are required for 

key business deliverables and knowledge capture, manual methods are likely to offer better accuracy, 

particularly if pre-attribution of metadata can be used to enhance consistency where possible. 

Furthermore, combinations of manual and automated methods may offer additional business benefits. 

This review of the literature has led to the development of a number of research questions, in order to 

better understand how manual and automated KO and KOS approaches can be combined in a synergistic 

way to derive business value in oil and gas. The final research objective is to develop a theoretical model 

to explain the different KO/KOS approaches and how they support different search goals. 

Methodology 

A pragmatic research lens was chosen for this study. Ontologically, a pragmatist’s view is that there is no 

objective reality: the ‘truth’ is that which works. It “provides a framework of intellectual resources and 

rules for navigating our way in the experiential world in which we are embedded” (Martela 2015, pg.17). 

Epistemologically, pragmatic research leads to warranted assertions through the process of inquiry linked 

to practical relevance – a need to act. It is a way of clarifying ideas by following the practical consequences 

of those ideas, ultimately favouring one idea over another. Pragmatism can view different theories as 

complementary some may work better than others for certain purposes and contexts. A mixed methods 

research design was used to collect and analyze both qualitative and quantitative data, with an approach 

based on grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin 1998) to thematically map nuances and comments. 

Organizational data sampling and collection 
The oil and gas industry is the case study, an exploration department in a large oil and gas company was 

the unit of analysis for the research. The organization was chosen because of its size as some surveys 

identify search as being more difficult in larger companies (Norling and Boye 2013). One of the researchers 

worked in the organization so researcher bias is likely to be present although this was mitigated where 

possible by minimizing direct researcher-participant contact. The staff and organization were anonymized 

to prevent recognition by competitors and peers. Six geologists [P1-P6] were recruited for question 2 and 

sixteen geophysicists [P7-P22] for question 3. Due to the small sample, face to face engagement with 

twelve geoscientists [P23-P34] (two groups of six) provided additional qualitative data. The results from 

questions 1-3 would be combined with a synthesis of the literature to shape the theoretical model. 

Colour coding scheme for methodologies 
A colour coding scheme was used to describe the interactions between manual and automated methods 

used in the research (Figure 2). This colour scheme is also taken into the concluding theoretical model. 

 

Figure 2 – Colour coding scheme used in the study methodology 



 
Research design for question 1 and 2 
Research questions 1 and 2 were addressed through a real business problem identified in the study 

organization. An oil and gas exploration team in Europe had over 13,000 electronic office documents on 

their shared file system. These were organized in folders by the team for content navigation and browsing, 

however the team could only search by filename. This hampered findability as they had new graduates 

that were not familiar with the folder navigation designs or past individual filing practices. It was 

commonplace for information to be included as part of a general presentation file that did not have that 

topic in its filename, to be filed in a folder which also did not have the topic in its folder name. So unless 

the geoscientist had created the presentation or seen it previously, it was easy to miss this information. 

A commercially available enterprise search tool enabled the 13,000 files to be full text indexed. 

Geoscientists were able to type their queries into a search box and examine results using a web interface. 

Automatic categorization of content by geoscientific topics (not used in existing folder name/document 

type) was performed using a commercially available oil and gas thesaurus licensed by the organization 

(but for the purpose of manually tagging). A geoscience subset of the thesaurus (2,510 concepts) was used 

for the study including the subject areas of Geological Time, Lithology and Depositional Environments. 

The automated categories were presented in a hierarchical faceted search menu on the left hand side of 

the search User Interface (UI) to provide an overview of search results, containing a bracket and number 

showing how many documents had been found containing that concept. Actual search results were listed 

in the middle of the screen. The value of providing a series of visual ‘prompts’ (the facets) to browse and 

filter search results would be assessed by geoscientists. The methodological process is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 – Methodology for research question 1 and 2 

Step1 – Computer Aided Knowledge Engineering (CAKE) - Automatic equivalent term identification 

Step1 addressed the first research question, to what extent can an oil and gas thesaurus (KOS) be 

enhanced through automated techniques. In order to focus ultimately on precise AQE (Step3), the goal of 



identifying additional equivalent terms was chosen to test whether coverage of the existing thesaurus 

could be enhanced through automated methods. Each concept node and synonym in the thesaurus was 

automatically compared to a vector space model automatically generated from the text contained in the 

13,000 files. The Word2vec algorithm (Mikolov et al. 2013) was used, using the top 20 cosine values with 

a string length greater than five and a Levenshtein edit distance two or less as a cut off for each concept. 

This is in line with heuristics used in practice elsewhere (Cholakian 2013). 

 

It is not suggested these algorithms are the best performing and it was not part of the research study to 

compare algorithms and parameters. These methods were deemed sufficient given the research study 

questions. A random sample of 334 concepts from the geoscience thesaurus was used to evaluate results 

in order to give 95% confidence in potential term volume increases to the thesaurus (NSS 2014). 

 
Step2 – Converting the thesaurus for automated use – Knowledge Engineering (KE) 

Relevant thesaurus associations were made explicit in order to be machine readable, an activity often 

termed Knowledge Engineering (KE). This was particularly important so transitive associations could be 

defined for inference. For example, a search query on the concept ‘Eocene’ would need to expand the 

query to any equivalents and concept sub-classes (Priabonian OR Bartonian OR Lutential OR Ypresian). 

 

Step3 – Use of the modified thesaurus for Automatic Query Expansion (AQE) and Entity Extraction 

The thesaurus with the synonym candidate additions (from step 1) and inference rules (from step2), was 

used to index and categorize the 13,000 documents (not classify to a single document type). Named entity 

extraction was performed on the text using an existing lookup authority list of ‘known’ geological basin 

names for the area concerned as well as automatically generating possible names by extracting all the 

nouns that preceded the term basin in the text to provide a list of ‘possible’ basins to present in faceted 

search as refiners. To improve precision for homonyms, basic intra-domain disambiguation was applied 

using the concepts from the thesaurus. For example, ‘Tertiary’ (Geological Time) was disambiguated from 

Tertiary (Hydrocarbon Migration) and Tertiary (Recovery) by using surrounding terms as ‘clues to context’. 

 

Step4 – Gather geoscientist feedback 

Step4 addressed the second research question, what is the perceived value of auto-categorizing content 

that is already manually classified (through folders). The researchers sent the participants a link to the 

enterprise search tool with some basic instructions and avoided physical contact to minimize observer 

expectancy bias effects. After a period of two weeks, the participants were sent a semi-structured 

questionnaire containing four questions via email to gather their feedback.  

 

Unfortunately the research study coincided with unexpected organizational changes that limited 

participation for this study to only six geoscientists in an exploration team (who volunteered to take part 

in the study, so are a self-selecting group). The small sample size determined the form of analysis 

(predominantly qualitative) based on the questionnaire comments, rather than quantitative based from 

the Likert items in the questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of the following questions allowing a 

ranking by Likert scale (1=not at all, 5=to a large extent) and a space for comments: 

 



1. Compared to what exists today, to what extent do these new techniques improve your ability to find 

information (any why)? 

2. If these new techniques were deployed on the file-system what reduction in time spent searching 

would they make (and why)? 

3. To what extent do the new techniques allow you to discover new information and insights that are 

not possible today (and why)? 

4. Rate the most important features (methods) on display in the search User Interface (UI) and why. 

Research design for question 3 
The methodology in Figure 4 address the third research question, to what extent can manual and 

automated KOS techniques be combined in a search UI to stimulate serendipity. 

 
Figure 4 – Methodology to address research question 3 

 

A semi-interactive ‘stimulant’ was created based on local context. The stimulant was designed to provoke 

interaction and discussion using content from the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) in the form of 

70,000 article abstracts. Sample search queries (primary search query of ‘seismic’ and secondary country 

based queries) were chosen from the study organization’s search logs to ensure they were representative.  

Step1 – Information Extraction (IE) 

Python scripts were applied to the 70,000 SPE abstracts, creating co-occurrence networks (using a 16 

word window) to the primary search query (‘seismic’), where the primary (‘seismic’) and secondary search 

terms (‘Gulf of Mexico’, ‘Malaysia’, ‘Nigeria’, ‘Australia’ or ‘Canada’) occurred in a 50 word text window. 

The 50 word window was arrived at deductively by trying smaller and large sizes and examining the 

number of false positives and false negatives, although the window size is likely to be related to the nature 

of the specific text collection being analyzed. 

 

Step2 – Colour assignment 



The SWEET (Raskin 2011) ontology and the commercial thesaurus (used for questions 1 and 2) was used 

to colour code the terms through a matching process, to break up the display and highlight potential 

patterns as shown in  (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5 – Part of the semi-interactive stimulant for the primary query ‘seismic’ and secondary query 

‘Malaysia’ and ‘Nigeria’. Presenting co-occurrence associations colour coded by KOS (orange=realm, 

green=natural process/phenomena, yellow=matter/materials, blue=property) 

Step3 – Creation of semi-interactive stimulant 

The representation is shown as a list as opposed to a three dimensional representation because more 

terms can be included and people may find vertical lists faster to scan than representations that display 

terms from left to right (Halvey and Keane 2007). Fifty associations (rows) were displayed to increase the 

chances of serendipitous encounters, with evidence scientists find interesting associations outside the top 

ten or twenty typically shown in faceted enterprise search menu’s (Cleverley and Burnett 2015a). 

  

Algorithm A displayed representative unigrams and Algorithm B bigrams (both ranked by descending 

frequency of occurrence). Algorithm C was a discriminatory set of words (unique clues for that context 

combination) ranked alphabetically. An example for the latter is ‘Karst’ for ‘Malaysia’, indicating this term 

co-occurs with ‘Seismic’ and ‘Malaysia’ but not for ‘seismic’ and any of the other secondary search terms. 

It is not suggested these are the optimal algorithms to produce ‘surprising’ associations but were used 

because they each delivered significantly different terms with respect to specificity and descriptiveness. 

The extent to which Algorithms A, B or C could stimulate unexpected associations would be investigated. 

Each cell was linked via URL’s to the SPE online digital library, allowing staff to click through and see the 

search results and documents in which that association occurs locally. 

Step4 – Researching user interaction 

Sixteen geophysicists took part in the use case study, company staff were purposefully sampled (Coyne 

1997) to ensure representation from every geophysical department in the study organization. Focus 



groups (Morgan 1997) were used to enable the researchers to quickly identify a full range of perspectives 

held by respondents, “the interactional, synergistic nature of the focus group allows participants to clarify 

or expand upon their contributions to the discussion in the light of points raised by other participants…that 

might be left underdeveloped in an in-depth interview” (Powell and Single 1996, pg. 504). Each session 

lasted 45mins and consisted of between two to nine staff. The stimulant (Figure 6) was made available on 

large touchscreens at the organization’s premises and participant interactions were video-recorded. 

 

 

Figure 6 – The semi-interactive stimulant on the large touchscreen with participant interactions 

Results 
The results for questions 1, 2 and 3 are provided with discussion. The findings are combined with the 
literature leading to the formation of a theoretical model presented in the next section. 

Q1. To what extent can an oil and gas thesaurus be enhanced through automated 
techniques? 

An analysis of the candidate terms produced by statistical vector space models for 334 random concepts 

in the thesaurus yielded the following data (Table 1). 

Table 1 – Example equivalent terms identified by statistical techniques from the 13,000 files 

Example Type Automatically extracted equivalence terms are in brackets 

Lexemes Vitrinite (Vitrinites), Tuff (Tuffaceous), Cataclasite (Cataclasitic) 
New synonyms Rhyolite (Metarhyolite), Monzonite (Monzogranite) 
Spacing issues Clay shale (Clayshale) 
Spelling Wackestone (Wackstone) 

 

The random sample of 334 concepts generated a 34% increase in valid thesaurus terms using this 

approach. This is considered significant, based on the size and depth of the existing commercial thesaurus 

where subject matter experts had already explicitly modeled synonyms and lexemes. 

Errors were also identified, for example volcanic ash suggested as a synonym for volcanic glass, they are 

associated but not the same. There may be value for corporate taxonomists to use these types of 

statistical techniques as a best practice to augment their modeling efforts particularly for synonyms and 



lexemes as its unlikely all combinations and variants can be modelled manually by an individual or small 

group. This supports existing research on the value of CAKE methods (Salmador-Sanchez and Angeles-

Palacios 2008) and could be taken further to create a first pass associative network (where one does not 

exist) to be refined manually by subject matter experts. The results provide evidence that combining 

manual and automated techniques in a ‘mixed methods’ approach on the same KOS, delivers a level of 

quality that a single method (manual OR automatic) is unlikely to deliver. 

Q2. What is the perceived value of auto-categorizing content that is already 
manually classified using folders? 
There was unanimous agreement from participants that having the ability to search documents full text 

(rather than just by filename) and browse auto-categorized facets (rather than just folder classifications), 

improved the ability to find and discover information to a large extent. The average number of tags added 

automatically (from the KOS counting unique leaf values only) was 113.9 per document for Adobe PDF 

files and 23.25 for other office files. As part of the iterative process of inquiry, reports were run on two 

random EDMS (SharePoint) areas consisting of 103 documents added by ten geoscientists in the study 

organization, yielding an average of 3.6 tags per document (where two mandatory pick lists were in 

operation) and 1.1 tags per document (with a single optional pick-list). This illustrates the potential value 

of auto-categorization in complimenting manual tags, delivering a ‘richness’ of tags on topics for faceted 

search menu’s to support browsing, that manual tagging is unlikely to deliver. 

The mode of questionnaire responses for time saved (through the new techniques) was 50%. Business 

value based themes identified included increased productivity and discoverability, evidenced respectively 

by “Reports hidden in the system where no-one could find them. To search in all these folders, often titles 

don’t describe enough what information they hold, it takes weeks. This system takes seconds!! Time saved 

is unmeasurable”. [P2] and “The search is more thorough….and allows you to put your search word in 

context. You can find resources you may never have come across otherwise.” [P6]. A theme of improving 

quality was identified, “the current system of not being able to find documents encourages people to save 

multiple copies in different directories. This could help reduce duplication.” [P3].  

The full text search (‘Google like’ search window) and faceted search menu were rated equally as 

important by participants. This finding may contradict research reporting low usage of faceted search 

(Ballard and Blaine 2011, Niu and Hemminger 2010). The search mode of participants in this study (“The 

majority of our searching is exploratory!” [P3]), and detailed nature of the facet values (richer than that 

which is likely to be added manually) may explain differences. Being prompted with facets in advance, 

showing what is contained in a corpus or within search results was considered advantageous, “The fact 

that the tool provides the user with keywords, it reduces the time to think about the keywords” [P5]. 

Despite the problems caused by folders, there was a strong desire from all participants to keep folder 

structures as a means to classify manually and find it back when they knew what they were looking for. 

All participants were also keen to have an option to link from any file they found in a search result page 

using the full text search and/or faceted refiners, to the folder in which it was located. One reason given 

was, “9 times out of 10 (it would help) to find other critical information” [P3]. 



Some geological basin entity names found automatically through extraction of the nouns preceding the 

word ‘basin’ in text (and presented as refiners) which were considered useful by participants, were not 

on the authority list of basin names. This supports Greenberg (2011), KOS can limit new discoveries. 

Deeper issues regarding search in the enterprise were revealed within the themes of file permissions, 

information behaviours and search literacy. For example, “Often the ‘hidden gems’ that you accidently 

come across are in confidential folders”, [P4]. “Great concept. Obviously, it will work even better if a culture 

of adding good keywords to all documents can be implemented.” [P4]. During subsequent engagements 

with twelve geoscientists, it was clear that most were not aware of the role semantics plays in exploratory 

searching. For example, a query on limestone play will not return items on oolite play that do not mention 

limestone. A geologist knows oolite ‘is-a’ limestone, but a keyword search engine does not. This can be 

summarized in the comment, “I learnt that Google is not a Geologist” [P23]. This may have implications 

for search literacy leading to potentially sub-optimal search task outcomes. 

Q3. To what extent can manual and automated KOS techniques can be combined 
in a search user interface to stimulate serendipity? 
 
Serendipitous encounters were documented during interactions with the stimulant including:  

“The observation of carbonates in Malaysia is something that I was aware of, but did not 

immediately spring to mind when I think about seismic and Malaysia. Algorithm C made clear that 

I underestimated the importance of carbonates in Malaysia. It is immediately important for the 

exotic research that I am doing now, but it was relevant in my previous job”, [P11] and “Word 

associations highlighted new and unexpected terms such as ‘metamorphic sole’ associated with 

the secondary keyword ‘platform’. This surprising result led us to consider a new geological 

element which could impact our (exploration) opportunity” [P32]. 

 

Fifteen of the sixteen participants (94%) thought the use of colour to classify associations aided pattern 

identification. This provides a possible example where combining manual and automated KOS/KO 

techniques together in a ‘mixed methods’ approach on the same collection of content, delivers value 

which a single method (manual OR automatic) is unlikely to deliver. Other themes that emerged: 

 

Differing intents and behaviours 

On seeing the stimulant for the first time, participants commented both, “This is overwhelming – too 

much” [P11] and “Excitement is the first thought I had” [P28]. From a KM perspective, individual 

behaviours and personal preferences may affect the take up and exploitation of these techniques. 

 

Help manage taxonomy creation 

Using the technique to help create geophysical taxonomies was identified as a potential use, “could be 

extremely useful in the debate that is unravelling about the taxonomy, because taxonomy is difficult” 

[P9],”Yes this could help as a data driven taxonomy, very powerful” [P7]. It appears that the geophysicists 

had not thought of using automated techniques as input to the manual taxonomy modeling work they 

were undertaking.  



 

Some algorithms are more likely to generate unexpected and serendipitous encounters than others 

All participant’s preferred Algorithm C, over Algorithms A and B. For example, “some of them attract my 

attention because they are very unique, most is not unique (e.g. seismic mapping) these are categories. I 

am looking for unique things that trigger my attention this would be a starting point”. [P12]. Mismatches 

between the searchers mental model and stimulant associations, “It is like open up the box for me and I 

pick what does not fit with my brain, like one of those games” [P14] triggered interest from participants.  

 

Geoscientists like to browse and navigate concepts, do not always know what search terms to use 

As in the data from question 2, participants found the ability to browse filters useful, acting as prompts to 

make searches they may have otherwise not made, ”This helps with big problem with Google (or that I 

have with Google), is choosing right selection of words to find something..” [P13]. 

 

Theoretical Model 

A theoretical model (Figure 7) is presented in fulfillment of the research objective. The KO/KOS methods 

labelled 1-7 in Figure 7 are explained in Table 2, tied to the three research questions (Q1, Q2 and Q3).  

 
Figure 7 – The best of both worlds. A theoretical model showing the different KOS/KO approaches with 

respect to manual and automated methods. The wider the arrow the greater the emphasis for that 

method (automatic v manual) towards the particular search goal (lookup v exploratory). 

 

The mixed methods approaches derived from the primary data from this research (methods 3, 5 and 7) 

are shown in yellow in Fig. 7 and Table 2. The other methods are supported by the existing literature. The 

concepts of multi-method and mixed methods (usually used to describe research methods) is applied 

analogously to the application of automated and manual KO/KOS methods in the enterprise. In this 

context, the literature review supports using a multi methods strategy in the enterprise with respect to 

KOS/KO (automatic AND manual), not a single method (manual OR automatic) for different content and 



search goals. The primary data from this research, supported by the literature, also provides examples 

where combining manual/automated methods together (mixed-methods) on the same collection of 

content or KOS, provides synergies which are likely to exceed those of a single method. 

Manual KO methods appear to predominantly support Lookup search, whilst automated methods appear 

to predominantly support exploratory search. A pluralist enterprise KO strategy (manual and automated 

KOS/KO) is likely to produce better search & discovery outcomes than a totalitarian single approach. 

Table 2 – KOS/KO approaches from Fig. 7 for manual and automated methods. Methods 3, 5 and 7 (in 
Yellow) have been derived from the primary research data in questions (Q1, Q2 and Q3). 

 

 NO. METHOD DESCRIPTION 
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 1 Single method 
(Manually 
developed KOS) 

As stated by Velardi et al. (2012), it is virtually impossible to re-create 
domain specific complex taxonomies (‘is-a’ or ‘part-of’ associations) 
automatically from text. Manual taxonomies and authority lists mainly 
support precise known item search (Marchionini 2006). 

2 Single method 
(Automatically 
developed KOS) 

Manually generated KOS are time consuming to create and may 
reinforce erroneous views, false perceptions and limit new discoveries 
(Greenberg 2011). Unsupervised machine learning, using the latent 
structure in text can quickly create topics and hierarchies (Palmer et 
al. 2001). This KOS can be applied (manually or automatically) to 
content independent to that which created it. 

3 Mixed method 
(Manual and 
Automatic) 
developed KOS 

The results from this study (Q1) provide evidence for how semi-
supervised statistical techniques applied to enterprise content, can 
enhance the quality of a manually developed KOS by adding 34% more 
synonymous (equivalence) terms. The conclusion is that automated 
techniques can enhance manual KOS creation to a large extent. 

K
O

 M
e
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o

d
 

4 Single method 
(Manual 
classification 
and/or 
categorization 

For precise searching, manual organization is required, especially 
when it is not possible for automated techniques to infer the class, 
provenance or importance of information (e.g. clues may not be 
available in the text). For example, stage gate business deliverables 
(Abel and Cleverley 2007) & lessons learned (Piantanida et al. 2015). 

5 Mixed method 
(Automatic 
classification 
and/or 
categorization 
(to a KOS) 

The results from this study (Q2) provide evidence for how auto-
categorization techniques using a manually created KOS can enhance 
search recall & information discovery to a large extent, even if the 
content has already been manually classified or categorized. The 
literature also provides examples applying this method to large 
volumes of unclassified and diverse information (e.g. email/news) 
which is too costly/time consuming for manual methods. 

6 Single method 
(Automatic 
organization) 

Unsupervised machine learning techniques can organize information 
quickly and cheaply, without the need for existing expensive KOS. 
These techniques may surface real world associations that would not 
be discovered by using a KOS (Yu et al. 2014, Blei et al. 2003). 

7 Mixed method 
(Manual and 
Automatic) 
organization) 

The results from this study (Q3) provide evidence for how a manually 
created KOS can be applied automatically to colour unsupervised word 
co-occurrence clustering to facilitate serendipitous information 
discoveries. Use of other methods provide areas for further research. 



Conclusion 
 
The development of Knowledge Organization Systems has evolved through different disciplines over time. 

The clear separations that may have existed in the past between Library and Information Science, Data 

Management, KM, BI, IR and Artificial Intelligence have converged and even overlapped. 

 

As part of a strategic approach, there is a good case to adopt multiple methods and use manual and 

automated KO and KOS approaches for different types of oil and gas content, underpinned by good 

governance. In addition, it has been shown there are synergistic benefits to using mixed methods 

approaches (blending manual and automated approaches together) applied to the same collection of 

content or KOS. Enhancing KOS quality (with resulting findability benefits) and increasing the propensity 

of a search UI to facilitate unexpected, insightful and serendipitous discoveries are two such benefits. It is 

proposed that these synergies are likely to deliver outcomes not possible using a single approach, 

improving search and discovery performance in the enterprise. The theoretical model proposed may help 

re-conceptualize understanding in this area and provide input into KM, IM and IT strategies. 

 

Practical applications of the research may exist in two areas. Firstly, an organization could evaluate their 

current information search & discovery and classification practices using the theoretical model, which 

may present opportunities for improvement. This may range from leveraging existing content more 

effectively, through to introducing new practices and possibly new technologies based on the premise 

that it is becoming increasingly challenging to read all relevant information. Secondly, an organization 

could ensure their information professionals are multilingual in the language of all the disciplines that 

interact with KOS on the basis that innovation often happens at these functional boundaries. Embracing 

established and emerging computer science techniques is one such discipline. This holistic approach could 

increase the corporate information professionals’ ability to proactively stimulate business needs and 

opportunities, not just react to them. 

 

The development and potential transferability of the theoretical model to other industry sectors offers 

further areas for research.  
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